Revolution

Automatic Up-packing Strapping System

Featuring the M-634Z strapping head

- Fully automatic system
- Compatible with all presses
- Modular design
Signode's fully automatic up-packing strapping system is designed to reduce maintenance costs and accommodate faster production speeds. Featuring a modular design that simplifies maintenance, the system is simple to operate and easy to maintain, maximizing productivity and decreasing downtime.

Minimize downtime
The Revolution up-packing strapping system is equipped with automatic refeed. This feature automatically attempts to refeed the strap up to three times when an obstruction is impeding the strap feeding process.

Maximize productivity
The Revolution up-packing strapping system can apply up to six straps simultaneously, eliminating the indexing time needed to apply multiple straps. This timesaving feature, combined with a cycle time as short as 10 seconds, maximizes productivity and efficiency.